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E-mail address: jeremiah.murphy@dcu.ieA new notion of stability for compressible, transversely isotropic hyperelastic, nonlinear materials is
introduced whereby an anisotropic material is considered stable if the stress in the direction of anisot-
ropy is both tensile and is a monotonically increasing function of the ﬁbre stretch. The physical motiva-
tion for these criteria is that the ﬁbres which typically induce anisotropy are stable only in tension and
that increasing ﬁbre stretch should result in greater ﬁbre tension. These criteria are then used as the basis
of a constitutive assumption for ﬁbre tension: speciﬁcally, it is assumed that the ﬁbres are a monotoni-
cally increasing function of the ﬁbre stretch and the strain-energy function consistent with this assump-
tion is derived. Such materials automatically satisfy the stability criteria proposed here. The stability
criteria are then reformulated in terms of the strain-energy function commonly used to account for slight
compressibility. The stability of a speciﬁc slightly compressible material is then studied for illustrative
purposes. The corresponding stability criteria, and the practical difﬁculties in enforcing them, for per-
fectly incompressible materials are brieﬂy discussed.
 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Interest inmathematicalmodels of non-linear anisotropic elastic
materials has been revived recently due to their usefulness in
describing the mechanical response of biological soft tissue. Excel-
lent introductions to the relevantmathematical theory canbe found,
for example, inHolzapfel (2000) andOgden (2003). Oneaspect of the
theory that has received particular attention in the literature is the
stability of such materials, where the term ‘stability’ is used in the
usual general sense of necessary, but not sufﬁcient, restrictions im-
posed on the mathematical model to ensure compatibility with
physics. For example, in a series of papers Merodio and Ogden
(2002, 2003, 2005a,b,c,d) comprehensively considered the strong
ellipticityof both compressible and incompressible transversely iso-
tropicmaterials.Walton andWilber (2003) andHan et al. (2009) ex-
tended this analysis by considering the strong ellipticity condition
for general anisotropic elastic materials. Kassianides et al. (2008)
studied the implications of imposing strong ellipticity for trans-
versely isotropicmaterials speciﬁcally in azimuthal shear. This focus
on the strong ellipticity condition is understandable given its strong
physical motivation but the mathematical difﬁculties of enforcing
this condition are considerable and, typically, explicit, usable formsll rights reserved.
rch, Dublin City University,of this condition are possible only for a combination of specialmate-
rials and deformations. Another approach adopted by Bustamante
andMerodio (2010) is to extend the analysis of constitutive restric-
tions proposed for isotropic nonlinearly elastic materials to trans-
versely isotropic elastic solids.
A more naive approach to the stability of transversely isotropic
materials is proposed here, one that is based on the intuitive no-
tions that ﬁlamentary ﬁbres are stable in tension but buckle in
compression and the greater the ﬁbre stretch, the greater the ﬁbre
tension. Adopting a phenomenological approach to the modelling
of non-linearly elastic materials, it will therefore be required here
that the stress in the ﬁbres, deﬁned in an obvious way later, is po-
sitive. For unconstrained materials, this leads to an inequality
involving the ﬁrst-order derivatives of the strain-energy function
with respect to the appropriate invariants. A suggestion that this
might be a useful criterion in the investigation of the stability of ﬁ-
bre-reinforced materials can be found in Merodio and Ogden
(2002). Differentiating the ﬁbre tension with respect to the ﬁbre
stretch and then requiring that this derivative be positive yields
another inequality. This is justiﬁed on the basis of physical intui-
tion and by analogy: a monotonic relationship between indepen-
dent and dependent variables is considered stable in many areas
of mechanics. For example, this is the stability criterion used by
Beatty (1987) when considering the inﬂation of spherical, elastic
shells. It is proposed here that the two inequalities should be
jointly satisﬁed.
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of non-linear, transversely isotropic, elastic materials that behave
in a prescribed, reasonable manner in certain situations. One of
the main difﬁculties with the phenomenological approach is that
a choice of strain-energy function must be made. Most choices
are made on the basis of mathematical convenience due to both
the lack of reliable, experimental data describing the mechanical
response of non-linear, transversely isotropic, elastic materials
and the lack of guiding principles which have a solid foundation
in rational mechanics. Such a guiding principle is given here: spe-
ciﬁcally it is proposed that the tension in the ﬁbres should be a
monotonically increasing function of the ﬁbre stretch. The strain-
energy function consistent with this assumption is then derived.,
with the stability criteria automatically satisﬁed. Two speciﬁc
forms are then considered: the ﬁrst is where the ﬁbres obey
Hooke’s Law in the ﬁbre stretch. This should be an excellent lead-
ing order approximation to the actual mechanical response of the
ﬁbres. The second choice is for ﬁbres which have limited extensi-
bility. This should be an excellent approximation for ﬁbres which
display severe strain-stiffening in experiments. It is hoped that
these two forms will predict the mechanical response over a large
range of deformation, with the Hooke’s Law approximation being
valid for small and moderate deformations of the composite and
the limited extensibility model predicting the mechanical response
for large deformations. It will also be shown that two conventional
choices for strain-energy functions for anisotropic materials are
not consistent with the approach proposed here: these choices
are strain energies that are separable in the constitutive invariants
and strain energies that are independent of the I2; I5 invariants.
These choices are usually motivated by mathematical convenience
and it is interesting that they seem incompatible with an approach
based on physics.
The stability criteria proposed here have been formulated for
unconstrained materials. Most applications of the theory, however,
are for materials that only undergo inﬁnitesimal volume changes
when deformed. The mathematical modelling of such materials for
simple geometries and boundary conditions is greatly simpliﬁed
by the adoption of the assumption of perfect incompressibility. This
was the classical approach of Rivlin (1997). More complicated, and
indeed more realistic, problems require the use of a numerical ap-
proach, the most important of which is the Finite Element method.
To avoid computational difﬁculties, most commercial codes adopt
the assumptionof slight compressibility, in keepingwith thephysics
of these materials. Unfortunately, there is no agreed methodology
for the modelling of inﬁnitesimal volume changes. The method that
is almost universally adopted in Finite Element analysis will be con-
sidered here and the appropriate forms of the stability criteria intro-
ducedherewill be derived. The stability of a speciﬁc exampleof such
a slightly compressible material that is commonly used in the liter-
ature will be considered for illustrative purposes.
For the sake of clarity, the stability ideas based on ﬁbre tension
proposed here have been introduced within the context of trans-
verse anisotropy. They have the potential to be applied to other,
more complicated, types of anisotropy involving more complex
arrangements of ﬁbres but this will not be done here.
2. Preliminaries
Let~F denote the deformation gradient tensor, with J  det~F and
~B;~C the left and right Cauchy–Green strain tensors respectively,
which are therefore positive deﬁnite and symmetric tensors. Order
the eigenvalues of ~B;~C as follows: k21 6 k
2
2 6 k
2
3. The corresponding
principal strain invariants are deﬁned by
I1 ¼ trð~BÞ; I2 ¼ 12 I
2
1  tr ~B2
 h i
; I3 ¼ detð~BÞ ¼ J2and are therefore positive. Consider now a transversely isotropic,
non-linearly elastic material with a preferred direction ~M in the
undeformed conﬁguration. The so-called pseudo-invariants are de-
ﬁned by
I4 ¼ ~M~ ~CM; I5 ¼ ~M~~C2~M: ð1Þ
These are positive deﬁnite, quadratic forms that have the following
bounds:
0 < k21 6 I4 6 k
2
3; 0 < k
4
1 6 I5 6 k
4
3:
It follows easily from the ﬁrst of these that
I2I4 P I3: ð2Þ
The constitutive law for compressible, homogeneous, trans-
versely isotropic, non-linearly hyperelastic materials is given by
Ogden (2003)
J~r ¼ 2W1~Bþ 2W2 I1~B~B2
 
þ 2I3W3~I þ 2W4 ~FM  ~FM
þ 2W5 ~FM  ~BFM þ ~BFM  ~FM
 
; ð3Þ
where ~r denotes the Cauchy stress and W ¼W I1; I2; I3; I4; I5ð Þ is the
strain-energy function per unit undeformed volume with attached
subscripts denoting partial differentiation with respect to the
appropriate principal strain invariant or pseudo-invariant. To en-
sure that the stress is identically zero in the undeformed conﬁgura-
tion, it will be required that
W01 þ 2W02 þW03 ¼ 0; W04 þ 2W05 ¼ 0; ð4Þ
where the 0 superscript denotes evaluation at
I1 ¼ I2 ¼ 3; Ij ¼ 1; j ¼ 3;4;5. It will also be assumed that the
strain-energy vanishes in the undeformed conﬁguration, i.e., that
W0 ¼ 0. The preferred direction is usually physically induced by
the presence of ﬁbres embedded in an elastic matrix and we will as-
sume this here.
The preferred direction ~M in the undeformed conﬁguration is
transformed into the vector ~FM in the deformed conﬁguration.
Since I4 ¼ ~M:CM ¼ ~FM:FM, I4 is therefore the squared stretch of line
elements aligned in the original direction of anisotropy. Let ~m de-
note the new direction of anisotropy. Then
~m  I1=24 ~FM:
Let ~n  ~Bm. Then
I5 ¼ ~M  C2~M ¼ ~CM  CM ¼ I4 ~Bm  m ¼ I4 ~n  m ð5Þ
and the constitutive relation (3) can be rewritten as
J~r ¼ 2W1~Bþ 2W2 I1~B~B2
 
þ 2I3W3~I þ 2I4W4~m ~m
þ 2I4W5 ~m~nþ~n ~mð Þ: ð6Þ3. Stability criteria
The tension in the ﬁbres is of particular interest here. A ﬁrst step
in its investigation is the calculation of ~rm, which is the traction
vector on surfaces with normal ~m, recalling that ~m is the direction
of the ﬁbres in the deformed conﬁguration. It follows from (6) that
J ~rm ¼ 2W1~nþ 2W2 I1~n ~Bn
 
þ 2I3W3~mþ 2I4W4~m
þ 2I4W5 I5I4
~mþ~n
 
ð7Þ
and therefore the component of this traction vector in the direction
of the ﬁbres, given by ~rm  m, is given by
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I4
W1 þ 2W2 I1I5I4 
~Bn  m
 
þ 2I3W3 þ 2I4W4 þ 4I5W5:
ð8Þ
The Cayley–Hamilton Theorem yields
~M~~C3~M ¼ I1I5  I2I4 þ I3
and since ~Bn m ¼ I14 ~M  C3~M it follows that
JI4 ~rm  m ¼ 2I5W1 þ 2W2 I2I4  I3ð Þ þ 2I3I4W3 þ 2I24W4 þ 4I4I5W5:
ð9Þ
There is an intuitive expectation that reinforcing ﬁbres in a matrix
should remain in tension since they are likely to buckle in compres-
sion and thus distort the surrounding matrix. There are two ap-
proaches to enforcing this stability criterion. The ﬁrst (see, for
example, Merodio and Saccomandi (2006)) is a strain-based formu-
lation which requires that
I4 P 1:
The second approach, and the one proposed and adopted here, is
stress-based: ﬁrst, it is proposed that a necessary condition for
the stability of a ﬁbre-reinforced matrix is that the ﬁbre tension is
non-negative. Thus it will be required that
~rm  mP 0; ð10Þ
where ~m is the ﬁbre direction in the deformed conﬁguration, or,
equivalently, that
I5W1 þW2 I2I4  I3ð Þ þ I3I4W3 þ I24W4 þ 2I4I5W5 P 0: ð11Þ
Since I2I4 P I3, obvious sufﬁcient conditions to ensure satisfaction
of this inequality are given by
Wi P 0; i ¼ 1;2;3;4;5:
Since ~rm  m is a symmetric, quadratic form, it is bounded
above and below by the maximum and minimum principal Cauchy
stresses respectively. Order the principal stresses as follows:
r1 6 r2 6 r3. It follows then that a sufﬁcient condition to ensure
that (10) holds is that r1 P 0, whereas a necessary condition for
instability is that r1 < 0. These conditions indicate the likely
regimes where stability considerations become important for ﬁ-
bre-reinforced materials. For simple tension, for example, with
r3 ¼ T; r1 ¼ r2 ¼ 0, constant T, the material is unstable if and
only if T < 0, as might be expected. A similar result holds for
hydrostatic stress. Indeed, for homogeneous stress states, stability
considerations seem important only for plane stress, biaxial
tension with one compressive and one tensile stress and for pure
shear stress of amount T, since then r1 ¼ T; r2 ¼ 0; r3 ¼ T .
Stability considerations are undoubtedly important for inhomoge-
neous stress states, however.
In addition to the tension in the ﬁbres being non-negative, it
will also be required that the tension in the ﬁbres increases with
increasing stretch in the ﬁbres. Therefore, in addition to (10), it will
also be required that
@ ~rm  m
@I1=24
P 0: ð12Þ
It follows from (9) that
JI3=24
4
@ ~rm  m
@I1=24
¼ I5W1 þ I3W2 þ I24W4 þ I4I5W14
þ I4 I2I4  I3ð ÞW24 þ I3I24W34 þ I34W44
þ 2I24I5W45: ð13Þ
Consequently (12) holds if and only if I5W1 þ I3W2 þ I24W4 þ I4I5W14 þ I4 I2I4  I3ð ÞW24 þ I3I24W34
þ I34W44 þ 2I24I5W45 P 0: ð14Þ
Identifying sufﬁcient conditions here is complicated by the pres-
ence of the I5W1 term. However if
I5W1 þ I3W2 þ I24W4 P 0
and
Wi4 P 0; i ¼ 1;2;3;4;5;
then satisfaction of (12) is guaranteed.
Evaluating the derivative of the tension in (13) in the unde-
formed conﬁguration yields a Young’s modulus for the ﬁbres, de-
noted here by s, which will be assumed positive. Thus it will be
required that
s ¼ 4 W01 þW02 þW04 þW014 þ 2W024 þW034 þW044 þ 2W045
 
> 0:
ð15Þ
Intuitively one would expect the terms with partial derivatives
with respect to the invariants I4; I5 would dominate the other
terms in the inequalities (11), (14) since these represent the aniso-
tropic, ﬁbrillar part of the strain-energy function. Taken to its log-
ical conclusion, one would expect ~rm  m to be a function only of
I4; I5. The constitutive consequences of such an assumption are dis-
cussed next.4. Constitutive restrictions arising from ﬁbre tension
The consequences from assuming particular constitutive mod-
els for the tension in the ﬁbres will now be explored. A general ap-
proach will be adopted motivated by the following intuitive idea:
since the ﬁbres are typically much stronger than the matrix and
suffer only relatively small deformations, Hooke’s Law seems a nat-
ural constitutive ﬁt for the ﬁbre tension, especially for small ﬁbre
extensions. Since I1=24 represents the ﬁbre stretch, this is equivalent
to assuming that
~rm  m ¼ s I1=24  1
 
: ð16Þ
Motivated by this speciﬁc form for small extensions of the ﬁbres
and the stability criteria proposed in the last section, it will be as-
sumed more generally that the ﬁbre tension obeys the constitutive
law
~rm  m ¼ F I1=24
 
; ð17Þ
where
 F 1ð Þ ¼ 0, so that there is zero tension in the undeformed
conﬁguration;
 F 0 1ð Þ ¼ s > 0, to ensure that the Young’s modulus is that of the
ﬁbres and
 F 0 I1=24
 
> 0, so that ~rm  m > 0 if and only if I1=24 > 1.
This last condition ensures that the strain- and stress-based ap-
proaches to stability are equivalent for these materials and, to-
gether with the ﬁrst condition, ensures that the stability criteria
(10), (12) are automatically satisﬁed. Note that a dependence on
I5 has not been included in the constitutive assumption (17).
Although this has the undoubted advantage of reducing the com-
plexity of the analysis in what follows, the main reason for its
exclusion is the lack of a simple, unambiguous physical interpreta-
tion of I5 and consequently there is no rationale for either a speciﬁc
assumption of the form (16) or its generalization (17).
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als to satisfy (17) is equivalent to requiring that such materials sat-
isfy the partial differential equation
2I5W1 þ 2W2 I2I4  I3ð Þ þ 2I3I4W3 þ 2I24W4 þ 4I4I5W5 ¼ I1=23 I4F I1=24
 
:
ð18Þ
To ﬁnd a particular integral, assume that W ¼ I1=23 f I4ð Þ. Substitution
into (18) then yields
2I4f 0 þ f ¼ F I1=24
 
;
where the prime notation denotes differentiation with respect to I4.
An easy integration and satisfaction of the initial condition that
f ð1Þ ¼ 0 yields
f I4ð Þ ¼ I1=24 G I1=24
 
 Gð1Þ
 
; G I1=24
 
¼
Z
F sð Þds; s  I1=24 : ð19Þ
Solving the homogeneous equation
I5W1 þW2 I2I4  I3ð Þ þ I3I4W3 þ I24W4 þ 2I4I5W5 ¼ 0: ð20Þ
yields
Wh ¼ A I1  I5I4 ;
I2
I4
 I3
I24
;
I3
I4
;
I24
I5
 !
; arbitrary A: ð21Þ
The solution to (18) is therefore given by
W ¼ A I1  I5I4 ;
I2
I4
 I3
I24
;
I3
I4
;
I24
I5
 !
þ I1=23 f I4ð Þ; ð22Þ
where, to ensure zero strain-energy in the undeformed conﬁgura-
tion, it will be assumed that A 2;2;1;1ð Þ ¼ 0 and f I4ð Þ is deﬁned in
(19). Denote the arguments of A as follows:
a  I1  I5I4 ; b 
I2
I4
 I3
I24
; c  I3
I4
; d  I
2
4
I5
: ð23Þ
It follows then that, again using subscripts to denote partial differ-
entiation in an obvious way,
W1 ¼ Aa; W2 ¼ I14 Ab;
W3 ¼ I24 Ab þ I14 Ac þ
1
2
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I3I4
p G I1=24
 
 Gð1Þ
 
;
W4 ¼ I5
I24
Aa þ 2I3
I34
 I2
I24
 !
Ab  I3
I24
Ac þ 2 I4I5Ad
 I
1=2
3
2I3=24
G I1=24
 
 Gð1Þ
 
þ I
1=2
3
2I4
FðI1=24 Þ;
W5 ¼ I14 Aa 
I24
I25
Ad: ð24Þ
The initial conditions (4) impose the following restrictions on A:
A0a þA0b þA0c ¼ 0; A0b A0c þA0d ¼ 0: ð25Þ
These conditions are quite restrictive, given that, for example, they
do not allow speciﬁc forms of A that are linear in just one of its
arguments. Indeed, the only allowable form linear in two argu-
ments is given by
A ¼ c I4 I2  I3ð Þ  I3
I24
 1
 !
; constant c:
Other simple allowable forms are those that are, say, quadratic in
one of the arguments such as
A ¼ c I1  I5I4  2
 2
; constant c:Strain-energy functions of the separable form,
W ¼ h1 I1ð Þ þ h2 I2ð Þ þ h3 I3ð Þ þ h4 I4ð Þ þ h5 I5ð Þ
are especially popular in the literature because of the resulting sim-
plicity of the stress–strain relation. However, it seems that mathe-
matical convenience alone is the main motivating factor for this
choice and a comparison of the separable form with the derived
form (22) shows that it is not compatible with the constitutive
assumption (17), which has a physical motivation. Another assump-
tion often made to avoid complexity in the constitutive relation is
that strain-energy functions describing transversely isotropic mate-
rials are independent of I2; I5. If this requirement is imposed on the
strain-energies derived here, one would be left with the impover-
ished form
W ¼ A I3
I4
 
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
I3
I4
s
G I1=24
 
 Gð1Þ
 
;
which would probably not be deemed acceptable since there is no
dependence on the isotropic, deviatoric invariants I1; I2. Although
avoiding an I2 dependence can easily be accommodated within
the framework considered here, elimination of I5 from the constitu-
tive mix is a lot more problematic since that would also require
elimination of I1, which is usually unacceptable given its impor-
tance in modelling isotropic materials. Thus the analysis presented
here suggests that rejection of the I5 invariant on purely conve-
nience grounds could result in materials that sometimes behave
in a physically unrealistic manner. The importance of including
the I5 invariant in models of transverse anisotropy has been consid-
ered in more detail in Merodio and Ogden (2005c).
5. Speciﬁc models for ﬁbre tension
The idea that ﬁbres obey Hooke’s Law was the main motivation
behind the general assumption (17). Some speciﬁc forms for
F I1=24
 
will now be considered. Returning to the motivating
assumption (16), with F I1=24
 
¼ s I1=24  1
 
, it follows that
f I4ð Þ ¼ s2 I
1=2
4 þ I1=24  2
 
: ð26Þ
If an I1 dependence is desired in the mathematical model, this form
could be combined with a term arbitrary in the argument a, deﬁned
in (23), to obtain the simple strain-energy function
W ¼ kðaÞ þ s
2
I1=23 I
1=2
4 þ I1=24  2
 
;
where, to satisfy (4), k0ð2Þ ¼ 0. However, even here complexity in
the stress–strain relation is evident with
2J~r ¼ 4k0ðaÞ ~Bþ ~n  mð Þ~m ~m ~m~n~n ~m
h i
þ sI1=23 I1=24 þ I1=24  2
 
~I þ I1=24  I1=24
 
~m ~m
h i
: ð27Þ
Another possibility for F I1=24
 
that immediately suggests itself
is a form for ﬁbres with a limited extensibility. If sm > 0 is the max-
imum allowable stretch, then one could consider, for example,
materials for which
~rm  m ¼ s ðsm  1ÞðI
1=2
4  1Þ
sm  I1=24
;
a generalization of (16), given that this constitutive relation is
recovered on letting sm !1. In this case
f I4ð Þ ¼ s 1 smð ÞI1=24 sm  1ð Þ ln
sm  I1=24
sm  1 þ I
1=2
4  1
" #
; ð28Þ
which is not an obvious a priori choice.
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full physical range of ﬁbre extension to be modelled. If extensions
are only small to moderate in size, then Hooke’s Law, encapsulated
here by (26), should be adequate whereas if strains are assumed
large, then (28) would be preferred.
Instead of motivating the form of F using physics, one could ob-
tain an empirical form based on experimental data. This might be
especially appropriate for modelling biological, soft tissue which
is usually strengthened by ﬁbrils or fascicles of Type I collagen.
There have been some studies in the literature (see, for example,
Yamamoto et al. (1999)) which have reported stress–strain data
for collagen in its various forms. If one were to obtain an empirical
model that ﬁts this data well, no matter how complex, then this
model could easily be incorporated into a phenomenological model
using the methodology of the type described above. This, however,
will not be attempted here.
6. Slightly compressible materials
Many applications of the theory of non-linear, transversely iso-
tropic materials are for materials that suffer only inﬁnitesimal vol-
ume changes when deformed. Elastomers and biological, soft
tissue are the two most important examples. There is no agreed
constitutive framework that reﬂects this slight compressibility.
The usual approach (see, for example Ogden (1984) and Holzapfel
(2000)) is ﬁrst to reformulate the kinematics in terms of the mod-
iﬁed stretches, ki , where
ki  J1=3ki: ð29Þ
The motivation for doing this is to develop a theory that has close
parallels with the now classical theory of perfectly incompressible
materials since k1k

2k

3 ¼ 1. The tensorial measures of deformation
can therefore be multiplicatively decomposed into dilatational
and volume-preserving parts as follows (Holzapfel, 2000):
~F ¼ J1=3~I
 
~F ¼ J1=3~F; ~B ¼ J2=3~I
 
~B ¼ J2=3~B; ~C
¼ J2=3~I
 
~C ¼ J2=3~C: ð30Þ
The relationship between the two sets of invariants fI1; I2; . . . ; I5g
and fI1; I2; I4; I5; Jg is given by
Ia ¼ J2=3Ia; a 2 f1;4g; Ib ¼ J4=3Ib; b 2 f2;5g; I3 ¼ 1: ð31Þ
In terms of the normalized invariants, it follows that
2I3
@W
@I3
¼ J @W

@J
 2
3
X
a
WaI

a 
4
3
X
b
WbI

b; ð32Þ
where W W I1; I2; I4; I5; J
 
with the associated subscripts denot-
ing partial differentiation with respect to the appropriate normal-
ized invariant and the ranges of the summation subscripts are
given in (31). The other partial derivatives of the strain-energy func-
tion transform as follows:
W1 ¼ J2=3W! ; W2 ¼ J4=3W2; W4 ¼ J2=3W4; W5 ¼ J4=3W5:
To model slightly compressible materials it is then usually as-
sumed that W can be additively decomposed into dilatational
and volume-preserving parts as follows:
W I1; I

2; I

4; I

5; J
  ¼ dðJÞ þW I1; I2; I4; I5 : ð33Þ
This is the usual starting point for Finite Element analysis of aniso-
tropic, non-linearly elastic materials. Most authors (see, for exam-
ple, Holzapfel, 2000; Crisﬁeld, 1991; Simo and Taylor, 1991;
Weiss et al., 1996) assume this axiomatically without motivation,
relying on physical intuition and, almost certainly, mathematical
convenience as the basis for this assumption. For strain-energyfunctions of this form the condition (11) becomes, using an obvious
notation for partial differentiation,
2W1 3I5  I1I4
 þ 2W2 I2I4  3 þ 4I24 W4 þ 8I4I5W5 þ 3I4Jd0ðJÞP 0:
ð34Þ
Similarly for these slightly compressible materials the second
stability inequality (14) takes the form
 3I5W1 þ 3W2 þ 2I24 W4 þ I4 3I5  I1I4
 W14 þ I4 I2I4  3 W24
þ 2I34 W44 þ 4I24 I5W45 P 0: ð35Þ
Note that this second inequality is independent of the dilatational
part of the strain-energy function, dðJÞ.
Although the slightly compressible assumption constitutes the
framework within which most simulations occur, most non-
numerical analysis of transversely isotropic materials that suffer
only inﬁnitesimal volume changes in deformation assumes the
constraint of perfectly incompressibility. The so-called standard
reinforcing model,
W ¼ a I1  3ð Þ þ b2 I4  1ð Þ
2
;
where a; b > 0 are material constants, has played an important role
in illustrating the effects of anisotropy. This incompressible mate-
rial is implemented in commercial codes in the following slightly
compressibility form
W ¼ 1
K
J  1ð Þ2 þ a I1  3
 þ b
2
I4  1
 2
; ð36Þ
where the material constant K > 0 is called the compressibility fac-
tor. This strain-energy function has zero energy in the undeformed
conﬁguration and it is easy to check that the conditions (4), ensur-
ing zero stress in the undeformed conﬁguration, are satisﬁed. The
Young’s modulus of the embedded ﬁbres is obtained from (15)
and is given by s ¼ 4 aþ ð2=3Þbð Þ. Therefore for this material is
will be required that
3aþ 2b > 0: ð37Þ
For this material, the stability criteria (34), (35) simplify respec-
tively to
aK 3I5  I1I4
 þ 2KbI24 I4  1 þ 3I4J J  1ð ÞP 0:
 3aI5 þ 2bI24 2I4  1
 
P 0: ð38Þ
Since the analysis of Section 3 suggests that ﬁbre-reinforced
materials could be susceptible to instability problems in shear,
the classical problem of simple shear will be used to explore the
signs of these inequalities in more detail. Consider then the follow-
ing deformation:
x ¼ X þ jY; y ¼ Y ; z ¼ Z;
where ðX;Y ; ZÞ and ðx; y; zÞ are the Cartesian coordinates a typical
particle before and after deformation respectively and jP 0 is
called the amount of shear. The corresponding strain invariants are
I1 ¼ I2 ¼ 3þ j2; I3 ¼ J2 ¼ 1: ð39Þ
For simplicity, it will be assumed that the direction of the ﬁbres in
the undeformed conﬁguration is in the plane of shear and therefore
~M ¼ C~I þ S~J; C  cosU; S  sinU; 0 < H < p=2
using an obvious notation for the Cartesian unit vectors. The pseu-
do-invariants are then
I4 ¼ 1þ 2CSjþ S2j2; I5 ¼ I1I4  I4  1: ð40Þ
Since now Ik ¼ Ik, substitution of (39), (40) into the stability
inequalities (38) yields
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 3a I1I4  I4  1ð Þ þ 2bI24 2I4  1ð ÞP 0: ð41Þ
It is easy to check that the coefﬁcients of the material constants
a; b > 0 in the ﬁrst of these inequalities are non-negative for simple
shear. Analysis of the second inequality is not as straightforward
and illustrates the difﬁculty of investigating the stability of aniso-
tropic materials, even for relatively simple strain-energy functions
and stability criteria. Although this inequality is certainly satisﬁed
for j ¼ 0, by virtue of (37), determination of the range of j that en-
sures stability depends on both the relative sizes of the material
constants and the angle of orientation of the ﬁbres in the
undeformed conﬁguration. Consequently only special cases can be
investigated, of which two are somewhat amenable to analysis.
The parameter b is a measure of anisotropy and, noting (37), has
the range ðð3=2Þa;1Þ. The limiting case of b! ð3=2Þa is valid for
materials of the type (36) with weak anisotropy. For such materials
(41)2 becomes
2I34  I24  I1I4 þ I4 þ 1P 0:
This is a formidable quartic inequality in j depending also on the
ﬁbre orientation. However, setting C ¼ 1; S ¼ 0 in the left-hand side
yields j2, while C ¼ 0; S ¼ 1 yields 2j4 þ 2j2 þ 1. This suggests
that weakly anisotropic materials in simple shear are unstable if
the ﬁbres are aligned close to the direction of shear, with increasing
stability resulting from increasing the ﬁbre orientation. Now letting
b!1 in (41)2 yields 2I4  1P 0, which always holds for the range
of ﬁbre orientations allowed here. Thus strongly anisotropic mate-
rials are always stable in simple shear. These results are reassuring
in that it seems that increasing anisotropy has a stabilizing effect,
which one would expect, given that the notion of stability intro-
duced here is based on the tension in the ﬁbres behaving in a phys-
ically realistic manner.
The constitutive law for perfectly incompressible materials can
be formally obtained from (3) by replacing the 2I3W3 term by an
arbitrary scalar ﬁeld p; the tension in the ﬁbres for incompressible
materials can similarly be obtained from (9). This scalar ﬁeld in
general depends on both the strain-energy function and the asso-
ciated boundary conditions and consequently a general analysis
of the type performed here for unconstrained materials is not pos-
sible for incompressible materials. The implications of similar
assumptions for ﬁbres embedded in a perfectly incompressible
matrix under plane stress conditions will be considered elsewhere.
Finally, it should be noted that the inequalities proposed here
are necessary but not sufﬁcient conditions for physically realistic
mechanical response of non-linearly elastic, transversely isotropic
materials. As noted already, there are viable, alternative restric-
tions, most notably that of strong ellipticity, and these restrictions
might further restrict the physically realistic domain in invariant
space. For example, for simple shear of transversely isotropic mate-
rials, it was noted in Merodio and Ogden (2005a) that the stress, s,
is simply the derivative of the strain-energy expressed as a func-
tion of the amount of shear j, i.e., s ¼ cW 0ðjÞ. Maxima of the shear
stress therefore occur whencW 00ðjÞ ¼ 0: ð42Þ
Merodio and Ogden (2005a) note that solutions to this equation
yield amounts of shear that may be associated with the onset of
instability. For the compressible, standard reinforcing model (36),
this equation yields a quadratic equation in j. Depending on the rel-
ative sizes of the material constants a; b, the critical amount of sheardetermined from (42) could very well be smaller than that deter-
mined from (41)2. A detailed comparison between the two ap-
proaches, however, is not instructive and will not be pursued here.
7. Conclusions
Amajor practical difﬁculty inmodellingﬁbre-reinforcedmaterials
using the phenomenological approach is the choice of a strain-energy
function thatnot onlyadequatelymodels experimental dataobtained
from standard material characterization tests but which predicts a
physically realistic response inmore complex deformations. It is pro-
posed here that this choice should be restricted by two inequalities
which reﬂect the conditions that the stress in deformed ﬁbres should
be both positive and a monotonically increasing function of the ﬁbre
stretch. A method is presented that derives strain-energy functions
that are consistent with these stability criteria.
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